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DR. ANDY CLARK. D.O. 
is board certified in Family  
Medicine, Sports Medicine,  
and Musculoskeletal  
Ultrasound. He has been a  
team physician for many  
Florida professional, collegiate,  
and high school athletic programs and is 
currently the team physician for the U-17 USA 
Mens National Soccer Team.

SEAN SMITH, RMSKS, RVT
Sean has been performing 
diagnostic ultrasounds for  
over 20 years, and is board  
certified in Musculoskeletal  
and Vascular Ultrasound.

For over 8 years, Dr. Clark and Sean  
have successfully been teaming their  
expertise in diagnostic ultrasound, 
Musculoskeletal needle-guided procedures,  
and preventative medicine.

PLATELET-RICH PLASMA THERAPY
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PLATELET-RICH PLASMA (PRP) THERAPY is a new treatment for musculoskeletal conditions that  
uses plasma that is highly concentrated with platelets. The plasma also contains cytokines, WBC, 
growth factors, and peripheral stem cells that speed up the healing process of bone and soft tissue  
with inflamation resolution and tissue regeneration. 

PRP Therapy has been showing positive results on osteoarthritis of the shoulder, hip, knee, foot and 
ankle, as well as, chronic plantar fasciitis, ligament injuries, tendinitis, tennis and golfer’s elbow, and 
numerous other musculoskeletal conditions.

MSK ULTRASOUND-GUIDED INJECTIONS are an accurate method for the delivery of therapeutic injections 
in the musculoskeletal system. The visualization in real time allows for reliable placement of the needle tip 
into the muscles, tendons, ligaments and joints throughout the body. MSK ultrasound helps diagnose sprains, 
strains, tears, and other soft tissue conditions. Ultrasound is safe, noninvasive and does not use radiation.

If you have any musculoskeletal 
or osteoarthritis joint pain and 
are looking to avoid surgery you 
could be an ideal candidate. 

The use of Platelet Rich Plasma 
by clinical studies and research 
is considered to be the “new 
frontier” of regenerative therapy.

Am I a 
Candidate 
for PRP 
Therapy?

What Is 
Platelet-Rich 
Plasma Therapy?

How it Works
Collect
Separate
Extract
Inject

the patient’s blood

the platelets from the  
red blood cells

the platelet-rich plasma

the injured area with 
the platelet-rich plasma


